Introduction
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When a new test is administered as part of a high stakes testing program, the test must usually be linked to a previously established score scale. To do this, it is common to administer and calibrate a set of anchor items with the new test. The anchor items have parameter estimates on the previously established score scale. The new parameter estimates for these anchor items are used to link the new test to the old scale to establish score equivalents between old and new forms. This process is usually called IRT equating.
When the IRT model holds, the parameter estimates from different calibration runs are linearly related. A linear equation can convert IRT parameter estimates onto anther scale metric without changing the probability of a correct response in IRT models. The equating constants, m1 (slope) and m2 (intercept), are used to transform the new parameter estimates so that they are expressed on the old score scale using the following equations,
where A, B, and C are the item parameters in the 3PL model, and the * mark represents transformed parameters. Because C-parameters are on the probability metric, those remain the same before and after transformation. (Kolen & Brennan, 1995 , 2004 . This study was designed to explore a new approach to finding a linear equation by fixing C-parameters for anchor items in IRT equating. A rationale for fixing C-parameters for anchor items in IRT equating can be established from the fact that the C-parameters are not affected by any linear transformation. This new approach can avoid the difficulty in getting accurate C-parameters for anchor items embedded in the application of the IRT model. Based upon our findings in this study, we would recommend using the new approach to fix C-parameters for anchor items in IRT equating.
Key words: Equating, Item Response Theory, Stocking and Lord Method constants, m1 and m2. Probably the most straightforward way would be to substitute the means and standard deviations of the item parameter estimates in equation 1. Marco (1977) described the mean/sigma method, in which the means and standard deviations of the b-parameter estimates from the common items are used to find m1 and m2. Loyd and Hoover (1980) developed the mean/mean method. In this method, the mean of the a-parameter estimates is used to find the m1 constant and the mean of the b-parameter estimates is used to find the m2 constant. However, the mean/sigma and mean/mean methods have been criticized in that the equating constants could be overly influenced by the differences of item parameter estimates (Kolen & Brenna, 1994) .
Characteristic curve methods were proposed to consider all of the item parameter estimates simultaneously in finding m1 and m2 equating constants. Haebara (1980) developed a function to express the difference between item characteristic curves by summing up the squared differences between the old and new form items. In contrast to the Haebara approach, Stocking and Lord (1983) used the sum of squared differences over items. That is, the summation is taken over items for each set of parameter estimates before squaring. Thus, Stodking and Lord's method can be referred to as the test characteristic curve method rather than item characteristic curve method.
Several studies have been conducted to compare the relative appropriateness of each method in determining equating constants, m1 and m2 (Baker & Al-Kari, 1991; Hanson & Beguin, 2002; Hung, Wu, & Chen, 1991; Kim & Cohen, 1992; Ogsawara, 2001; Way & Tang, 1991) . The general conclusion from these studies is that the characteristic curve methods produce more accurate results. Consequently, the characteristic curve methods have been adopted by many testing programs to determine equating constants in finding scale equivalents under IRT models.
The Stocking and Lord (SL) characteristic curve method (Stocking & Lord, 1983 ) is one of the most widely used equating procedures based on item response theory (IRT) methodology. This study focused on a new approach to test score equating with the SL method, but the rationale of implementing the new approach can be applied to other equating methods. Described within the context of linking tests, the SL procedure involves finding the linear transformation that minimizes the function
where N is the number of examinees in the simulated group, and a Wˆ and a Wˆ refer to the true scores obtained by examinees when scored using, respectively, the original item parameters and the new parameter estimates for the anchor items.
The three-parameter logistic (3PL) model is commonly used to scale multiple-choice (MC) items. The 3PL model defines the probability that an examinee with ability T will correctly answer the jth item as
where A j , B j , and C j , respectively, refer to the discrimination, location, and "pseudo-guessing level" parameters of the item (Lord, 1980) . Previous studies have indicated that the C-parameter in the 3PL model is unstable. For example, Wingersky, Barton, and Lord (1982) showed that C-parameters could not be accurately estimated for very easy and moderately easy items with low degrees of discrimination. This finding makes it possible to draw some implications in the IRT equating context. Since examinees tend to improve their test performance over many years of a testing program, anchor items used in later versions of a test often become easier and less discriminating than they were when first administered. The relative easiness and/or lower discrimination levels of these items can make it difficult to obtain accurate Cparameter estimates (Lord, 1980; Thissen & Wainer, 1982) . Poor estimation of the C-parameters, in turn, can diminish the accuracy of the estimates for the A and B parameters (Thissen & Wainer, 1982) .
The main purpose of this study was to explore a new approach to fixing C-parameters for anchor items to be used in the SL equating. A rationale for fixing C-parameters for anchor items in SL equating could be established from the fact that the C-parameters are not affected by any linear transformation. That is, the C-parameters remain constant before and after equating. This new approach can avoid a difficulty in getting accurate C-parameters for anchor items embedded in the applications of the 3PL model into SL equating. It is expected that the logic of the new approach will
